FÉDÉRATION INTERNATIONALE DE GYMNASTIQUE
48th FIG ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, DOHA (QAT)
FROM 25 OCTOBER TO 03 NOVEMBER, 2018

GYMNASTS’ DRAWING OF LOTS PROCEDURES
We are pleased to hereby submit the procedures for the MAG and WAG gymnasts drawing of lots for
the 48th FIG Artistic Gymnastics World Championship in Doha (QAT).
In view of the high number of WAG gymnasts registered within a team, the MAG and WAG formats will
be different for the Qualifications.
MAG gymnasts will be divided into groups consisting either of teams groups (for Federations with
teams) or of mixed groups (for Federations with individual gymnasts). No “BYE” rotation will be
scheduled in any of the 10 Subdivisions.
WAG gymnasts will be divided into groups consisting either of teams groups (for Federations with
teams) or of mixed groups (for Federations with individual gymnasts). One “BYE” rotation will be
scheduled before Vault in all 11 Subdivisions (and not 12 Subdivisions as originally scheduled in the
Directives), with Subdivisions 1-6 on the first day of WAG Qualifications and Subdivisions 7-11 on
the second day of WAG Qualifications. The schedule of these Subdivisions remains the same for the
first day of the WAG Qualifications as announced in the Directives. For the second day of the WAG
Qualifications, subdivisions 7-11 will all be delayed 30 minutes compared to what was announced in the
Directives.
Note: for MAG and WAG, all Federations with 3 gymnasts are considered as individuals. As stipulated
in FIG Technical Regulations, some of these Federations requested for the results of their 3 gymnasts
to appear in the team ranking of the Qualifications.

Qualifications
FOR MAG AND WAG
First step: to draw the individual gymnasts into the "mixed groups".
For MAG, all "mixed group" will be composed of a maximum of 4 gymnasts.
For WAG, 3 "mixed groups" will be composed of a maximum 5 gymnasts (drawn first) and 10
"mixed groups" will be composed of a maximum 4 gymnasts.
When a "mixed group" is full, the number for the "mixed group" will be taken out from the corresponding
bowl.
No individual gymnasts may be added to a" team group".
-

To prepare the cards with the names of countries with individuals.
To prepare the cards with numbers equal to the number of "mixed groups".
To put the cards with the names of countries with 3 gymnasts into bowl #1; to draw the country
from bowl #1, then the number for the "mixed group" from bowl #2.
To put the cards with the names of countries with 2 gymnasts into bowl #1; to draw the country
from bowl #1, then the number for the remaining "mixed group" from bowl #2.
To put the cards with the names of countries with 1 gymnast into bowl #1; to draw the country
from bowl #1, then the number for the remaining "mixed group" from bowl #2.
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Second step: to draw the teams and “mixed groups” into the subdivisions
-

To prepare the cards with the names of the countries with a “team” and with the numbers for the
"mixed groups".
To prepare the cards indicating the subdivisions’ number and the apparatus or “bye” (“bye” for
WAG only) within the subdivision
To put the cards with the names of the “mixed groups” into bowl #1.
To put the subdivision and apparatus or “bye” (“bye” for WAG only) into bowl #2.
To draw alternately from bowl #1 and bowl #2, until all “mixed groups” are assigned. A maximum
of 2 mixed groups must be drawn in each subdivision for MAG and WAG.
To put the cards with the names of the countries with “teams” into bowl #1.
To draw alternately from bowl #1 and bowl #2, until all teams are assigned.

Team Final
The teams ranked 1-8 after the Qualification are seeded as identified in the Starting Order chart.
The teams rotate from one event to another as per the international apparatus order, as identified in
the Working Order chart.

Individual All-Around Final
The gymnasts ranked 1-24 after the Qualifications are seeded in international apparatus order into
one subdivision, as identified in the Starting Order chart. The individuals rotate from one event to
another as per the international apparatus order, as identified in the Working Order chart.

Individual Apparatus Finals
In order to establish the Working order on each apparatus, a draw is carried out, until the positions
1-8 are filled.

Podium Training and Training Groups
Podium Training and Training Groups follow the Qualification draw order by subdivision and apparatus
or “bye” (“bye” for WAG only)
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